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Description

BACKGROUND

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an electromag-
netic flow meter having a converter and a flowtube, and
more particularly to a technology for detecting miswiring
between the converter and the flowtube.

RELATED ART

[0002] US2013-289897A discloses an electromagnet-
ic flowmeter using a square wave excitation method. The
flowmeter includes a differential amplifier which outputs
a detection signal; an analog-digital converter which con-
verts the detection signal into a digital detection signal;
a timing control circuit which generates a sampling signal
for sampling the digital detection signal; an calculation
unit which executes a flow rate calculation process and
a abnormality judging process at a same time. The flow
rate calculation process acquires a flow velocity output
signal by sampling the digital detection signal in a flat
portion in a positive/negative excitation section. The ab-
normality judging process acquires a differential output
signal by sampling the digital detection signal in a ris-
ing/falling portion in the positive/negative excitation sec-
tion, and obtains a differential noise from the flow velocity
output signal and a differential output signal, and judges
abnormality of the exciting current by comparing a differ-
ential noise with a detection threshold level.
[0003] EP2950061A discloses an electromagnetic
flow meter which includes a converter including an exci-
tation unit configured to generate and output an excitation
signal and a flow rate signal receiving unit configured
receive a flow rate signal, a flowtube including a coil con-
nected to the excitation unit through an excitation cable
and an electrode connected to the flow rate signal re-
ceiving unit through a signal cable, and a miswiring de-
tection unit configured to enable the excitation unit to
output an excitation signal of a first frequency and to cal-
culate a first index value relating to the first frequency
and a second index value relating to a second frequency
from a flow rate signal acquired when the excitation signal
of the first frequency is output. The miswiring detection
unit determines that a miswiring occurs when the first
index value is not large enough to satisfy a predetermined
criterion than the second index value.
[0004] Electromagnetic flow meters for measuring the
flow rate of conductive fluid using electromagnetic induc-
tion are robust and precise, and thus are widely used for
industrial use. The electromagnetic flow meters make a
conductive fluid to be measured flow in a measurement
tube to which a magnetic field is applied in an orthogonal
direction, and measure a generated electromotive force.
Since this electromotive force is proportional to the flow
velocity of the fluid to be measured, it is possible to obtain

the volumetric flow rate of the fluid to be measured on
the basis of the measured electromotive force.
[0005] FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the con-
figuration of an electromagnetic flow meter of the related
art. As shown in FIG. 11, an electromagnetic flow meter
50 is configured to include a converter 500 and a flowtube
530.
[0006] The flowtube 530 includes a core 531 having a
coil 532 wound thereon, and a pair of detection electrodes
533 and an earth electrode 534 attached to a measure-
ment tube 300. The measurement tube 300 is connected
to piping (not shown in the drawing).
[0007] The converter 500 includes an excitation unit
501 configured to generate and output an excitation sig-
nal, a detection signal receiving unit 502 configured to
receive a detection signal and generate a flow rate signal,
a flow rate calculating unit 503 configured to calculate a
flow rate on the basis of the flow rate signal, and an output
unit 504 configured to display a measurement result and
the like or transmit them to another apparatus.
[0008] The excitation signal output from the excitation
unit 501 is input to the coil 532 through an excitation cable
541, and a detection signal from the detection electrodes
533 is input to the detection signal receiving unit 502
through a signal cable 542.
[0009] In some cases such as a case of newly mount-
ing the electromagnetic flow meter 50 on piping, or re-
mounting the electromagnetic flow meter 50 demounted
for maintenance or the like, in general, work is performed
in a sequence as shown in FIG. 12. Specifically, the flow-
tube 530 is attached to the piping, and the converter 500
is mounting at a predetermined mounting place (STEP
S11). Subsequently, the excitation cable 541 and the sig-
nal cable 542 are installed so as to be connected to the
flowtube 530 and the converter 500, respectively (STEP
S12).
[0010] Prior to start of an actual operation, zero adjust-
ment is performed. The zero adjustment is performed in
a state where the measurement tube 300 is filled with
water (STEP S13) and there is no flow (STEP S14). If
zero adjustment finishes, an actual operation is started
by making a fluid to be measured flow in the measure-
ment tube 300 in a normal state (STEP S15).
[0011] [Patent Document 1] Japanese Patent Applica-
tion Laid-Open No. 2015-158445
[0012] The mounting place of the flowtube 530 and the
mounting place of the converter 500 do not necessarily
need to be close to each other, and in many cases, a
plurality of electromagnetic flow meters is mounted close
to one another. For this reason, in a case where a con-
verter A 500a and a flowtube A 530a should be connected
to each other by an excitation cable and a signal cable,
and a converter B 500b and a flowtube B 530b should
be connected to each other by an excitation cable and a
signal cable, as shown in FIG. 13, miswiring may occur.
[0013] As aspects of miswiring, for example, as shown
in 14A, the signal cable of the converter A 500a may be
connected to the flowtube B 530b. In this case, if the
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flowtube B 530b is connected to the converter B 500b by
an excitation cable as shown in FIG. 14B, a signal de-
tected by the flowtube B 530b may be input to the con-
verter A 500a.
[0014] Also, as shown in FIG. 15A, the excitation cable
of the converter A 500a may be connected to the flowtube
B 530b. In this case, if an excitation cable from the con-
verter B 500b is connected to the flowtube B 530b as
shown in FIG. 15B, a signal detected on the basis of an
excitation signal from the converter B 500b may be input
to the converter A 500a.
[0015] When miswiring occurs, it is often found be-
cause an assumed flow rate and a display value do not
match after start of an actual operation (STEP S15 of
FIG. 12). For example, in a case where a plurality of elec-
tromagnetic flow meters is activated at the same time, at
the early stage, their operations appear to be normal;
however, as time goes on, the time lag between excitation
timings and sampling timings of a flow rate signal increas-
es, and thus abnormality of flow rate display values may
become obvious.
[0016] If miswiring is found out, a worker needs to stop
the actual operation, and return to the wiring process
(STEP S12), and re-perform zero adjustment (STEP
S14), and thus waste of time and an increase in the
number of extra processes are caused, resulting in an
increase in cost.

SUMMARY

[0017] The invention provides an electromagnetic flow
meter according to claim 1 and a miswiring detection
method according to claim 4, which can easily detect
miswiring of an excitation cable or a signal cable of the
electromagnetic flow meter.
[0018] An electromagnetic flow meter according to the
invention comprises:

a flowtube including a coil disposed in the vicinity of
a measurement tube, and electrodes disposed on
the measurement tube;
a converter including an excitation unit configured to
generate an excitation signal and output the excita-
tion signal to the coil through an excitation cable, and
a detection signal receiving unit configured to receive
a detection signal from the electrodes through a sig-
nal cable, and generate a flow rate signal; and
a miswiring detection unit configured to perform mis-
wiring diagnosis on the excitation cable or the signal
cable on the basis of a difference between a change
amount of the flow rate signal when the excitation
signal is being output and a change amount of the
flow rate signal when the excitation signal is not being
output.

[0019] In a case where the change amount difference
does not exceed a predetermined reference value, the
miswiring detection unit may determine that miswiring

occurs in the excitation cable or the signal cable.
[0020] According to the invention the change amount
of the flow rate signal is calculated on the basis of a dif-
ference between a maximum value and minimum value
of the flow rate signal in a predetermined period, which
is a period equal to or longer than one cycle of the exci-
tation signal.
[0021] The change amount of the flow rate signal may
be a value directly or indirectly representing a magnitude
of differential noise included in the flow rate signal.
[0022] A miswiring detection method, according to the
invention, of an electromagnetic flow meter which in-
cludes a flowtube including a coil disposed in the vicinity
of a measurement tube, and electrodes disposed on the
measurement tube, and a converter including an excita-
tion unit configured to generate an excitation signal and
output the excitation signal to the coil through an excita-
tion cable, and a detection signal receiving unit config-
ured to receive a detection signal from the electrodes
through a signal cable, and generate a flow rate signal,
comprises:

performing miswiring diagnosis on the excitation ca-
ble or the signal cable on the basis of the difference
between a change amount of the flow rate signal
when the excitation signal is being output and a
change amount of the flow rate signal when the ex-
citation signal is not being output
wherein the change amount of the flow rate signal
is calculated on the basis of a difference between a
maximum value and minimum value of the flow rate
signal in a predetermined period, which is a period
equal to or longer than one cycle of the excitation
signal.

[0023] According to the present invention, it becomes
possible to easily detect miswiring of an excitation cable
or a signal cable of an electromagnetic flow meter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the configuration
of an electromagnetic flow meter of an embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a flow chart for explaining timings to perform
a check for miswiring.
FIGS. 3A and 3B are views illustrating the relation
between an excitation signal and a flow rate signal
when a measurement tube is filled with water and
there is no flow in a normal wiring state.
FIG. 4A to 4C are views illustrating change in a flow
rate signal caused by inputting an excitation signal
and stopping inputting of the excitation signal.
FIG. 5 is a flow chart for explaining the sequence of
a check for miswiring.
FIGS. 6A and 6B are views for explaining a data
acquiring period for generating a flow rate signal.
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FIG. 7 is a view for explaining index values for diag-
nosis.
FIG. 8 is a flow chart for explaining a specific se-
quence of miswiring diagnosis.
FIGS. 9A to 9C are views illustrating the relations
between excitation signals and flow rate signals in-
cluding differential noise in cases where the meas-
urement tube is filled with water and there is flow, in
the normal wiring state and an miswiring state.
FIGS. 10A to 10C are views illustrating the relations
between excitation signals and flow rate signals in
cases where the measurement tube is filled with wa-
ter and there is flow, in the normal wiring state or in
an miswiring state.
FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the configura-
tion of an electromagnetic flow meter of the related
art.
FIG. 12 is a flow chart for explaining a sequence in
a case of mounting the electromagnetic flow meter.
FIG. 13 is a view illustrating a normal wiring state of
electromagnetic flow meters.
FIGS. 14A and 14B are views illustrating examples
of miswiring of the electromagnetic flow meters.
FIGS. 15A and 15B are views illustrating other ex-
amples of miswiring of the electromagnetic flow me-
ters.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] An embodiment of the present invention will be
described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the configuration of
an electromagnetic flow meter 10 of the present embod-
iment. As shown in FIG. 1, the electromagnetic flow meter
10 is configured to include a converter 100 and a flowtube
170.
[0026] The flowtube 170 includes a core 171 having a
coil 172 wound thereon, and a pair of detection electrodes
173 and an earth electrode 174 attached to a measure-
ment tube 300.
[0027] The converter 100 includes a calculation control
unit 110 configured to control the operation of the con-
verter, an excitation unit 120 configured to generate and
output an excitation signal, a detection signal receiving
unit 130 configured to receive a detection signal from the
detection electrodes 173 and generate a flow rate signal
(for example, a signal proportional to a flow velocity), and
an output unit 140 configured to display a measurement
result and the like or transmit them to another apparatus.
[0028] The detection signal receiving unit 130 includes
a differential amplifier and an A/D converter. If acquiring
a detection signal from the detection electrodes 173
through a signal cable 182, the detection signal receiving
unit amplifies the detection signal by the differential am-
plifier, and performs A/D conversion on the amplified sig-
nal, thereby generating a flow rate signal.
[0029] The calculation control unit 110 includes a flow
rate calculating unit 111 configured to calculate a flow

rate on the basis of the flow rate signal, and a miswiring
detection unit 112 configured to perform detection on
miswiring on the basis of the flow rate signal. A miswiring
checking operation of the miswiring detection unit 112
will be described below. For example, a CPU may imple-
ment the miswiring detection unit 112 by executing
firmware.
[0030] An excitation signal output from the excitation
unit 120 is input to the coil 172 through an excitation cable
181, and a detection signal from the detection electrodes
173 is input to the detection signal receiving unit 130
through the signal cable 182.
[0031] In the present embodiment, the miswiring de-
tection unit 112 can perform the miswiring checking op-
eration at various timings. For example, as shown in FIG.
2, the miswiring detection unit can perform the miswiring
checking operation in STEP S-A when the measurement
tube 300 is empty after wiring of STEP S12, and can also
perform the miswiring checking operation in STEP S-B
after the measurement tube 300 is filled with water in
STEP S13 before zero adjustment of STEP S14. Also,
the miswiring detection unit can perform the miswiring
checking operation in STEP S-C after zero adjustment
of STEP S14, and can perform the miswiring checking
operation in STEP S-D after an actual operation starts in
STEP S15.
[0032] However, there is a possibility in which the ac-
curacy of detection on miswiring may decrease when the
measurement tube is empty, and it is desirable to prevent
from re-performing zero adjustment of STEP S14 in a
case where miswiring is detected. Therefore, it is prefer-
able to perform the miswiring checking operation in STEP
S-B after the measurement tube 300 is filled with water
in STEP S13 before zero adjustment of STEP S14. For
this reason, the electromagnetic flow meter 10 may be
configured to automatically perform the miswiring check-
ing operation prior to a zero adjusting operation if receiv-
ing a zero adjustment instruction.
[0033] In general, in the electromagnetic flow meter
10, if an excitation signal is output in a state where the
measurement tube is filled with water and there is no
flow, as shown in FIG. 3A, at risings and failings of the
excitation signal, a spike-like noise called as differential
noise occurs in a flow rate signal. In this case, the detec-
tion signal receiving unit 130 generates the flow rate sig-
nal including the differential noise, and the differential
noise and a residual magnetic field causes a zero offset
in the flow rate signal as shown in the enlarged view FIG.
3B. In order to correct the zero offset, zero adjustment
can be performed. Also, the differential noise is clearly
measured when the measurement tube is filled with wa-
ter; however, it can also be measured even when the
measurement tube is not filled with water.
[0034] Meanwhile, in a normal wiring state as shown
in FIG. 13, if outputting of the excitation signal is stopped,
as shown in FIG. 4A, occurrence of the differential noise
in the flow rate signal of the converter A 500a also stops.
In other words, the differential noise state depends on
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whether the excitation signal is being output or not.
[0035] Meanwhile, in a case where miswiring occurs
in a signal cable, and thus a flowtube which is the desti-
nation of the miswiring (the flowtube B 530b) receives an
excitation signal from the other converter (the converter
B 500b) as shown in FIG. 14B, or in a case where mis-
wiring occurs in an excitation cable, and thus the flowtube
A 530a receives an excitation signal from the other con-
verter (the converter B 500b) as shown in FIG. 15B, as
shown in FIG. 4B, even if outputting of the excitation sig-
nal from the converter A 500a is stopped, differential
noise keeps on occurring in the flow rate signal of the
converter A 500a. In other words, the differential noise
state is maintained regardless of whether the excitation
signal is being output or not.
[0036] Also, in a case where miswiring occurs in a sig-
nal cable, and thus a flowtube which is the destination of
the miswiring (the flowtube B 530b) cannot receive an
excitation signal from any converter as shown in FIG.
14A, or in a case where miswiring occurs in an excitation
cable, and thus the flowtube A 530a cannot receive an
excitation signal from any converter as shown in FIG.
15A, as shown in FIG. 4C, differential noise does not
occur in the flow rate signal of the converter A 500a re-
gardless of whether the excitation signal is being output
or not. In other words, the differential noise state is main-
tained regardless of whether the excitation signal is being
output or not.
[0037] For this reason, it is possible to perform detec-
tion on miswiring by measuring whether differential noise
occurs when the excitation signal is being output and
whether differential noise occurs when the excitation sig-
nal is not being output. Specifically, in a case where the
magnitude of differential noise is maintained regardless
of whether the excitation signal is being output or not (the
case of FIG. 4B or 4C), it is possible to determine mis-
wiring. In the present embodiment, detection on miswir-
ing is performed in a sequence as shown in the flow chart
of FIG. 5.
[0038] The miswiring detecting operation may be au-
tomatically performed prior to zero adjustment as de-
scribed above, and may be performed at an arbitrary tim-
ing in response to a user’s instruction. Alternatively, the
miswiring detecting operation may be performed when-
ever the electromagnetic flow meter is activated, and may
be performed in response to an instruction received from
another apparatus by communication.
[0039] First, in a state where an excitation cable and
a signal cable are installed, in STEP S101, the excitation
unit 120 outputs the excitation signal. Then, in STEP
S102, the detection signal receiving unit 130 generates
a flow rate signal.
[0040] It is preferable to set a data acquiring period for
generating a flow rate signal as a predetermined period
in advance such that at least one cycle of the excitation
signal is secured as shown in FIG. 6A. The reason is
that, in a miswiring state, as shown in FIG. 6B, the change
timings of the excitation signal may not be in sync with

the timings of occurrence of differential noise.
[0041] In other words, in a normal wiring state, differ-
ential noise occurs in sync with the change timings of the
excitation signal. However, for example, in a case where
miswiring as shown in FIG. 14B has occurred, differential
noise occurs at the change timings of the excitation signal
of the converter B 500b unrelated to the change timings
of the excitation signal of the converter A 500a. There-
fore, in order to detect the differential noise, a data ac-
quiring period corresponding to at least one cycle of the
excitation signal is required. However, if the timings of
occurrence of the differential noise are known, a differ-
ential-noise occurrence section may be extracted as a
data acquiring period. In a case of using a dual-frequency
excitation system using a signal obtained by superim-
posing a short cycle excitation signal and a long cycle
excitation signal, it is required to secure one cycle of the
short cycle excitation signal.
[0042] Returning to the description of FIG. 5, if the flow
rate signal is generated, in STEP S103, on the basis of
the generated flow rate signal, the miswiring detection
unit 112 calculates an index value for diagnosis. Here,
the index value for diagnosis is an index for evaluating
the magnitude of differential noise, and can be set to the
difference between the maximum value and minimum
value of the flow rate signal in the data acquiring period
as shown in FIG. 7. At this time, in order to avoid the
influence of a zero offset, a value corresponding to a zero
adjustment value may be subtracted from the difference
between the maximum value and the minimum value.
[0043] Subsequently, in STEP S104, the index value
for diagnosis calculated in response to output of the ex-
citation signal is recorded as the index value of the exci-
tation signal output period.
[0044] Subsequently, in STEP S105, the excitation sig-
nal is stopped, and in STEP S106, a flow rate signal is
generated. If the flow rate signal is generated, in STEP
S107, on the basis of the generated flow rate signal, an
index value for diagnosis is calculated, and in STEP
S108, the calculated index value is recorded as the index
value of the excitation signal output stop period. The gen-
eration of the flow rate signal and the calculation of the
index value for diagnosis can be performed in the same
way as that of the excitation signal output period. Al-
though the index value of the excitation signal output pe-
riod is first calculated, the index value of the excitation
signal output stop period may be first calculated.
[0045] Subsequently, in STEP S109, on the basis of
the index value of the excitation signal output period and
the index value of the excitation signal output stop period,
the miswiring detection unit 112 performs miswiring di-
agnosis. In the miswiring diagnosis, as shown in FIG. 8,
in STEP S201, a change amount which is the difference
between the index value of the excitation signal output
period and the index value of the excitation signal output
stop period is larger than a predetermined reference val-
ue, or not.
[0046] In a case where the change amount exceeds
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the reference value ("Yes" in STEP S201), in STEP S202,
it is determined that the wiring is normal. Meanwhile, in
a case where the change amount is equal to or smaller
than the reference value ("No" in STEP S201), in STEP
S203, it is determined that the wiring is incorrect, and in
STEP S204, a warning is output for a user or to another
apparatus through the output unit 140. Therefore, the
user can quickly fix the miswiring.
[0047] As described above, the electromagnetic flow
meter 10 of the present embodiment performs miswiring
diagnosis on the basis of the amount of change in differ-
ential noise between an excitation signal output period
and an excitation signal output stop period, and thus can
easily detect miswiring of the electromagnetic flow meter.
[0048] Also, in the above-described embodiment,
when the measurement tube is filled with water and there
is no flow, the miswiring detecting operation is performed.
However, the miswiring detecting operation may be per-
formed when the measurement tube is filled with water
and there is a flow. In this case, since differential noise
is superimposed on the change amount of the flow rate
signal as shown in FIGS. 9A to 9C, the difference be-
tween the index value of the excitation signal output pe-
riod and the index value of the excitation signal output
stop period in the normal wiring state further increases,
and thus determination on miswiring detection becomes
easy.
[0049] Specifically, in a normal wiring state as shown
in FIG. 13, if outputting of the excitation signal is stopped,
as shown in FIG. 9A, change of the flow rate signal of
the converter A 500a and differential noise also stop. In
other words, the state of the flow rate signal changes
depending on whether the excitation signal is being out-
put or not.
[0050] Meanwhile, in a case where miswiring occurs
in a signal cable, and thus a flowtube which is the desti-
nation of the miswiring (the flowtube B 530b) receives an
excitation signal from the other converter (the converter
B 500b) as shown in FIG. 14B, or in a case where mis-
wiring occurs in an excitation cable, and thus the flowtube
A 530a receives an excitation signal from the other con-
verter (the converter B 500b) as shown in FIG. 15B, as
shown in FIG. 9B, even if outputting of the excitation sig-
nal from the converter A 500a is stopped, the flow rate
signal of the converter A 500a keeps on changing, and
differential noise keeps on occurring in the flow rate signal
of the converter A 500a. In other words, the state of the
flow rate signal is maintained regardless of whether the
excitation signal is being output or not.
[0051] Also, in a case where miswiring occurs in a sig-
nal cable, and thus a flowtube which is the destination of
the miswiring (the flowtube B 530b) cannot receive an
excitation signal from any converter as shown in FIG.
14A, or in a case where miswiring occurs in an excitation
cable, and thus the flowtube A 530a cannot receive an
excitation signal from any converter as shown in FIG.
15A, as shown in FIG. 9C, regardless of whether the
excitation signal is being output or not, the flow rate signal

of the converter A 500a does not change, and differential
noise does not occur. In other words, the state of the flow
rate signal is maintained regardless of whether the exci-
tation signal is being output or not.
[0052] For this reason, when the measurement tube is
filled with water and there is a flow, in the miswiring de-
tecting operation, it is possible to perform miswiring de-
tection on the basis of change in the state of the flow rate
signal, without considering differential noise.
[0053] Specifically, in a normal wiring state as shown
in FIG. 13, if outputting of the excitation signal is stopped,
as shown in FIG. 10A, change of the flow rate signal of
the converter A 500a also stops. In other words, in a case
where the state of the flow rate signal changes depending
on whether the excitation signal is being output or not, it
is possible to determine that the wiring is normal.
[0054] Meanwhile, in a case where miswiring occurs
in a signal cable, and thus a flowtube which is the desti-
nation of the miswiring (the flowtube B 530b) receives an
excitation signal from the other converter (the converter
B 500b) as shown in FIG. 14B, or in a case where mis-
wiring occurs in an excitation cable, and thus the flowtube
A 530a receives an excitation signal from the other con-
verter (the converter B 500b) as shown in FIG. 15B, as
shown in FIG. 10B, even if outputting of the excitation
signal from the converter A 500a is stopped, the flow rate
signal of the converter A 500a keeps on changing.
[0055] Also, in a case where miswiring occurs in a sig-
nal cable, and thus a flowtube which is the destination of
the miswiring (the flowtube B 530b) cannot receive an
excitation signal from any converter as shown in FIG.
14A, or in a case where miswiring occurs in an excitation
cable, and thus the flowtube A 530a cannot receive an
excitation signal from any converter as shown in FIG.
15A, as shown in FIG. 10C, regardless of whether the
excitation signal is being output or not, the flow rate signal
of the converter A 500a does not change.
[0056] In other words, in a case where the state of the
flow rate signal is maintained regardless of whether the
excitation signal is being output or not, it is possible to
determine that the wiring is incorrect. Whether the state
of the flow rate signal has changed can be determined
on the basis of whether the difference between the
change amount of the flow rate signal (the difference be-
tween the maximum value and the minimum value in the
data acquiring period) when the excitation signal is being
output and the change amount of the flow rate signal
when the excitation signal is not being output exceeds
the predetermined reference value. In this case, the index
values for diagnosis mean indexes for evaluating the
magnitude of the flow rate signal.
[0057] Even in the case of performing miswiring detec-
tion on the basis of stage change of a flow rate signal, it
is preferable to set a data acquiring period for generating
a flow rate signal as a predetermined period in advance
such that at least one cycle of the excitation signal is
secured as shown in FIG. 6A. Also, in a case of using a
dual-frequency excitation system using a signal obtained
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by superimposing a short cycle excitation signal and a
long cycle excitation signal, it is required to secure one
cycle of the short cycle excitation signal.
[0058] In the above-described embodiment, the mis-
wiring detection unit 112 for detecting miswiring is in-
stalled inside the converter 100 of the electromagnetic
flow meter 10. However, the miswiring detection unit 112
may be an apparatus independent from the electromag-
netic flow meter 10. Also, the index value of the excitation
signal output period and the index value of the excitation
signal output stop period are calculated on the basis of
the sampling values of the flow rate signal. However, it
is also possible to separately provide a circuit for detect-
ing peaks of the flow rate signal, and detect the index
value of the excitation signal output period and the index
value of the excitation signal output stop period by hard-
ware.
[0059] Also, the difference between the maximum val-
ue and minimum value of the flow rate signal is set as an
index value for diagnosis. However, the maximum value
or minimum value of the flow rate signal may be set as
an index value for diagnosis.
[0060] Also, the teachings of the present disclosure
can be applied not only to electromagnetic flow meters
but also to other devices such as a field device and an
analysis device for outputting excitation signals and per-
forming measurement using sensor signals correspond-
ing to the excitation signals.

Claims

1. An electromagnetic flow meter (10) comprising:

a flowtube (170) including a coil (172) disposed
in the vicinity of a measurement tube (300), and
electrodes (173,174) disposed on the measure-
ment tube (300);
a converter (100) including an excitation unit
(120) configured to generate an excitation signal
and output the excitation signal to the coil (172)
through an excitation cable (181), and a detec-
tion signal receiving unit (130) configured to re-
ceive a detection signal from the electrodes
(173,174) through a signal cable (182), and gen-
erate a flow rate signal; and
a miswiring detection unit (112) configured to
perform miswiring diagnosis on the excitation
cable (181) or the signal cable (182) on the basis
of a difference between a change amount of the
flow rate signal when the excitation signal is be-
ing output and a change amount of the flow rate
signal when the excitation signal is not being
output,
characterized in that the change amount of the
flow rate signal is calculated on the basis of a
difference between a maximum value and min-
imum value of the flow rate signal in a predeter-

mined period, which is a period equal to or longer
than one cycle of the excitation signal.

2. The electromagnetic flow meter (10) according to
claim 1, wherein:
in a case where the change amount difference does
not exceed a predetermined reference value, the
miswiring detection unit (172) is configured to deter-
mine that miswiring occurs in the excitation cable
(181) or the signal cable (182).

3. The electromagnetic flow meter (10) according to
any one of claims 1 and 2, wherein:
the change amount of the flow rate signal is a value
directly or indirectly representing a magnitude of dif-
ferential noise included in the flow rate signal.

4. A miswiring detection method of an electromagnetic
flow meter (10) which includes a flowtube (170) in-
cluding a coil (172) disposed in the vicinity of a meas-
urement tube (300), and electrodes (173,174) dis-
posed on the measurement tube (300), and a con-
verter (100) including an excitation unit (120) config-
ured to generate an excitation signal and output the
excitation signal to the coil (172) through an excita-
tion cable (181), and a detection signal receiving unit
(130) configured to receive a detection signal from
the electrodes (173,174) through a signal cable
(182), and generate a flow rate signal, the method
comprising:

performing miswiring diagnosis on the excitation
cable (181) or the signal cable (182) on the basis
of the difference between a change amount of
the flow rate signal when the excitation signal is
being output and a change amount of the flow
rate signal when the excitation signal is not being
output,
characterized in that the change amount of the
flow rate signal is calculated on the basis of a
difference between a maximum value and min-
imum value of the flow rate signal in a predeter-
mined period, which is a period equal to or longer
than one cycle of the excitation signal.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein elektromagnetischer Durchflussmesser (10),
umfassend:

ein Durchflussrohr (170) mit einer Spule (172),
die in der Nähe eines Messrohrs (300) angeord-
net ist, und Elektroden (173, 174), die auf dem
Messrohr (300) angeordnet sind;
einen Wandler (100) mit einer Anregungseinheit
(120), die so konfiguriert ist, dass sie ein Anre-
gungssignal erzeugt und das Anregungssignal
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über ein Anregungskabel (181) an die Spule
(172) ausgibt, und eine Erfassungssignal-Emp-
fangseinheit (130), die so konfiguriert ist, dass
sie ein Erfassungssignal von den Elektroden
(173, 174) über ein Signalkabel (182) empfängt
und ein Flussratensignal erzeugt; und
eine Fehlverdrahtungs-Erfassungseinheit
(112), die so konfiguriert ist, dass sie eine Fehl-
verdrahtungsdiagnose an dem Anregungskabel
(181) oder dem Signalkabel (182) auf der
Grundlage einer Differenz zwischen einem Än-
derungsbetrag des Flussratensignals, wenn
das Anregungssignal ausgegeben wird, und ei-
nem Änderungsbetrag des Flussratensignals,
wenn das Anregungssignal nicht ausgegeben
wird, durchführt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Ände-
rungsbetrag des Flussratensignals auf der
Grundlage einer Differenz zwischen einem Ma-
ximalwert und einem Minimalwert des Flussra-
tensignals in einer vorbestimmten Zeitspanne
berechnet wird, die eine Zeitspanne ist, die
gleich oder länger als ein Zyklus des Anregungs-
signals ist.

2. Der elektromagnetische Durchflussmesser (10)
nach Anspruch 1, wobei:
in einem Fall, in dem die Differenz des Änderungs-
betrags einen vorbestimmten Referenzwert nicht
überschreitet, die Fehlverdrahtungs-Erfassungsein-
heit (172) so konfiguriert ist, dass sie feststellt, dass
eine Fehlverdrahtung in dem Anregungskabel (181)
oder dem Signalkabel (182) auftritt.

3. Der elektromagnetische Durchflussmesser (10)
nach einem der Ansprüche 1 und 2, wobei:
der Änderungsbetrag des Flussratensignals ein
Wert ist, der direkt oder indirekt eine Größe des in
dem Flussratensignal enthaltenen Differentialrau-
schens repräsentiert.

4. Verfahren zur Erkennung von Fehlverdrahtungen
bei einem elektromagnetischen Durchflussmesser
(10), der ein Durchflussrohr (170) mit einer in der
Nähe eines Messrohrs (300) angeordneten Spule
(172) und auf dem Messrohr (300) angeordnete
Elektroden (173, 174), und einen Wandler (100) mit
einer Anregungseinheit (120), die so konfiguriert ist,
dass sie ein Anregungssignal erzeugt und das An-
regungssignal über ein Anregungskabel (181) an die
Spule (172) ausgibt, und einer Erfassungssignal-
Empfangseinheit (130), die so konfiguriert ist, dass
sie ein Erfassungssignal von den Elektroden (173,
174) über ein Signalkabel (182) empfängt und ein
Flussratensignal erzeugt, umfasst, wobei das Ver-
fahren umfasst:

Durchführen einer Fehlverdrahtungsdiagnose

an dem Anregungskabel (181) oder dem Sig-
nalkabel (182) auf der Grundlage der Differenz
zwischen einem Änderungsbetrag des Flussra-
tensignals, wenn das Anregungssignal ausge-
geben wird, und einem Änderungsbetrag des
Flussratensignals, wenn das Anregungssignal
nicht ausgegeben wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Ände-
rungsbetrag des Flussratensignals auf der
Grundlage einer Differenz zwischen einem Ma-
ximalwert und einem Minimalwert des Flussra-
tensignals in einer vorbestimmten Zeitspanne
berechnet wird, die eine Zeitspanne, die gleich
oder länger als ein Zyklus des Anregungssig-
nals ist.

Revendications

1. Débitmètre électromagnétique (10) comprenant :

un tube d’écoulement (170) incluant une bobine
(172) disposée au voisinage d’un tube de me-
sure (300), et des électrodes (173, 174) dispo-
sées sur le tube de mesure (300) ;
un convertisseur (100) incluant une unité d’ex-
citation (120) configurée de manière à générer
un signal d’excitation et à fournir en sortie le si-
gnal d’excitation à la bobine (172), à travers un
câble d’excitation (181), et une unité de récep-
tion de signal de détection (130) configurée de
manière à recevoir un signal de détection en pro-
venance des électrodes (173, 174), à travers un
câble de signal (182), et à générer un signal de
débit ; et
une unité de détection de câblage défectueux
(112) configurée de manière à mettre en œuvre
un diagnostic de câblage défectueux sur le câble
d’excitation (181) ou sur le câble de signal (182),
sur la base d’une différence entre une quantité
de modification du signal de débit lorsque le si-
gnal d’excitation est fourni en sortie et une quan-
tité de modification du signal de débit lorsque le
signal d’excitation n’est pas fourni en sortie, ca-
ractérisé en ce que la quantité de modification
du signal de débit est calculée sur la base d’une
différence entre une valeur maximale et une va-
leur minimale du signal de débit au cours d’une
période prédéterminée, laquelle correspond à
une période égale ou supérieure à un cycle du
signal d’excitation.

2. Débitmètre électromagnétique (10) selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel :

dans un cas où la différence de quantité de mo-
dification ne dépasse pas une valeur de réfé-
rence prédéterminée, l’unité de détection de câ-
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blage défectueux (172) est configurée de ma-
nière à déterminer qu’un câblage défectueux est
rencontré dans le câble d’excitation (181) ou
dans le câble de signal (182).

3. Débitmètre électromagnétique (10) selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 et 2, dans lequel :
la quantité de modification du signal de débit corres-
pond à une valeur représentant directement ou in-
directement une grandeur de bruit différentiel incluse
dans le signal de débit.

4. Procédé de détection de câblage défectueux d’un
débitmètre électromagnétique (10) qui inclut un tube
d’écoulement (170) incluant une bobine (172) dis-
posée au voisinage d’un tube de mesure (300), et
des électrodes (173, 174) disposées sur le tube de
mesure (300), et un convertisseur (100) incluant une
unité d’excitation (120) configurée de manière à gé-
nérer un signal d’excitation et à fournir en sortie le
signal d’excitation à la bobine (172), à travers un
câble d’excitation (181), et une unité de réception de
signal de détection (130) configurée de manière à
recevoir un signal de détection en provenance des
électrodes (173, 174), à travers un câble de signal
(182), et à générer un signal de débit, le procédé
comprenant l’étape ci-dessous consistant à :
mettre en œuvre un diagnostic de câblage défec-
tueux sur le câble d’excitation (181) ou sur le câble
de signal (182), sur la base de la différence entre
une quantité de modification du signal de débit lors-
que le signal d’excitation est fourni en sortie et une
quantité de modification du signal de débit lorsque
le signal d’excitation n’est pas fourni en sortie, ca-
ractérisé en ce que la quantité de modification du
signal de débit est calculée sur la base d’une diffé-
rence entre une valeur maximale et une valeur mi-
nimale du signal de débit au cours d’une période
prédéterminée, laquelle correspond à une période
égale ou supérieure à un cycle du signal d’excitation.
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